
Item 

No.
Description Unit Rate(UGX) Amount(UGX)

1

Fabricate and supply the pipes, bends, T-joints and 

flanges as per the specifications given and/or 

according to confirmatory measurements taken on site. 

Lump sum

2
Clean and paint the new fabricated pipeline using 

Interseal 670HS Green; DFT -200-400microns 
Lump sum

3
Dismantle, service and do repairs on the isolation 

valves
Lump sum

4
Dismantle the existing water pipeline that connects the 

spiral casing refilling line to the water bus main. 
Lump sum

5
Fit/join by welding the T-joint, 90° bend and straight 

pipe for replacement and erect the new pipeline
Lump sum

6

Do NDT on the welded joints to check for cracks and 

flaws. If cracks are detected, redo the weld. Check and 

correct any form of misalignment of the installed 

pipework deviating from the existing parent pipeline 

network

Lump sum

Mobilize, Demobilize and clear site.

The Contractor shall make good all damaged areas

8 Provisional sum/contingency (5%)

PRICE BASE:

Prices quoted by the Bidder shall be fixed during the Bidder’s performance of the Contract and not subject to 

variation on any account, unless otherwise specified in the Bid documents. A bid submitted with an adjustable 

price quotation shall be treated as non-responsive and shall be rejected. However, if in accordance with the Bids 

Documents, prices quoted by the Bidder shall be subject to adjustment during the performance of the Contract, a 

bid submitted with a fixed price quotation shall not be rejected, but the price adjustment shall be treated as zero. 

Note: that all foreign services offered within Uganda attract a With-Holding Tax. Therefore the bidder must 

state clearly what sort of taxes is excluded from their price. 

Performance Bond: The Tenderer must express willingness to post 10% performance Bond of the tendered and 

contracted value of the services offered. This bond will be used to pay for the Tender's failure to complete the 

services under this contract.

Day-work Rates/hourly Rates should be submitted where applicable

Warranty: 

Incoterms: 

EUL's preffered Incoterms are DAP Nalubaale Power Station, for Overseas Companies and DDP Nalubaale 

Power Station for local Companies.
Payment Terms: 

Defects Period: 

Retention: 

SUB-TOTAL (excluding VAT and Taxes)

Pricing Notes:

Currency: All quoted amounts must be in Ugandan Shillings (UGX) for local companies and in USD for Overseas 

Companies

Delivery Period: Supplier to indicate the best service execution duration.

7 Lump sum
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